
 

TRUMP TRIUMPH TRUMPETS TERRORISTS’ TOTAL TROUNCING 

 

Let us on,/And publish 

The occasion of our arms./ 

The commonwealth is sick of their own choice…1.3 Henry IV, part II 

 

Nothing withstood Trump triumph juggernaut- American peoples’ protest’s Tsunami- not 

The New York Times meddling, not the Obama doomsdaying, not the Hillary wolf crying, 

not the uninformed Canadian wishing, not the Muslim shedding of crocodile tears and that 

phony theaterics on loving and dying for America.  

Peoples’ will came through- the vox populi… 

The one fellah had come and made needless wars. The one before had been ‘s’ predator of 

sorts, using some job economics for his cover up. The next orated like hellfire, yet created 

more enemies than ever before. This business tycoon, the Donald Trump, true to his salt, 

was business like. He promised no moons. He dared to hold the terror lion by its mane! He 

showed the troubled conscience American nation the needed mirror. He spoke the earthly 

farmer truth- shooting simple, straight and into bull’s eye- each time. WE THE PEOPLE 

roared approval. 

Now the deed stands done, now all over all the election din. Silence descends. Time to relax, 

sit back and ruminate on what next? Now is time to see what the hope’s hero does to make 

America great. Will he create jobs, alleviate poverty, console and comfort the downtrodden, 

the have nots? Will he make American street safe from needless guns and the shootings? 

Will he make Americans relearn all over again the virtue of selflessness, the same selfless 

service doing which they saved the rest world from Nazi menace? Will he bring about 

equality, long but never kept promise? Will he cleanse the country of Islam weed? Islam is 

bad; it just is too bad. Islam dehumanizes human beings leaving them sick with ignorance 

of the world even if they are bursting at the seams with their 7th century primitive Koran 

thought. Islam shuts minds to ingress of new knowledge; Islam doesn’t know physics; it 

would not let its faithful grow up to demands of advancing time; it punishes Apostasy thus 

denying human beings their freedom to choose. Besides, Islam would not leave others in 

peace. Islam just doesn’t know how to appreciate live and let live! 



The communists wanted to paint the world red. Islam will paint the world green. What 

greens, these men and women! Their willful ignorance appalls progressive modern 

mindset. 

America is a land of freedom. That is a damn big privilege. America is, as they say, land of 

opportunity. That is damn good start for any aspirant. And America is avant garde with 

technology, an ocean ever filling up even as it keeps boiling over. Every other folk on earth 

has drawn upon this ocean for all sorts of material benefits. Think Google! Think Microsoft! 

Internet! And all so much else as of science and technology fruition. Any citizen living in 

such a ‘salubrious’ environment must be open minded, cosmopolitan, awake to the fast 

pace of human development and to the need for well-aimed advancement of civilization.  

Islam with its medieval mindset is fetters, a drag in progress’s feet. President Trump will 

want to restore American confidence and refurbish its healing touch capability as of 

defending freedom and liberty and democracy everywhere on earth.  

American Revolution!  

That is the name of the game. That spirit, long smoldering on ash heaps of flagging 

Americanism, must reflame and resoar into its Washington heights, Emerson skies and go 

and touch Lincoln stars- what to say of Thoreau and the Whitman ‘pars’! 

So comes Trump America to stand at the threshold of speeding up 21st century. What an 

augury! 

President Trump, as mandated by American people, needs to go from day one and the very 

first hour of his Presidency after doing ‘the job’. Any hurdle in the way, any malicious 

meddling, the liberalists’ romantic spanners in the works, most of all those by Islamists on 

American soil must be nipped in the bud. 

People who hate America inside their minds and within the four walls of their homes are 

America’s moles, dangerous internal enemies, hydras budding forth polyps upon insidious 

polyps. The snowballing Fifth Column phalanxes.  America beware! President Trump! 

Beware! 

What a start it would be if President Trump joined hands with President Putin of Russia in 

destructing Islam Caliphate such as shouldn’t allow the monster to raise its head in next 

thousand years. Better would be to crush the cobra head altogether. 

Similarly, President Trump could join hands with Prime Minister Modi in helping the great 

Indian ‘action hero’ as he goes about restructuring the Indian Subcontinent: it is but 

undoing the harm done to Indian Civilization by its own traitors hand in glove with British 

Empire  during colonial times. Impenitent Islam is India’s big time culprit too. As we see, on 



Islam count, America, Russia and India are one; perfect confluence of national interests, 

and to mutual advantage of all. 

World shaking tasks of immense seminal significance whose completion would ensure the 

reign of reason and right on earth after all-and for one and all. Tending national interest is 

all right, but as important it is to not lose sight of the international element in the 

Weltgeschehen, for earth is one- vasudhaiv kutumbhakam! I can well imagine the positive 

effects of Indian Subcontinent on one hand- human world’s spiritual resource- Russia and 

United States of America, engines of material development, on the other working in unison- 

democracies that these are- to help reorder human civilization to natural laws of existence. 

Statesmen would then discover, for instance, Afghanistan problem resolving on its own. So 

too would Kashmir problem be gone. Pakistan dead, the Taliban would dry up. Similarly, 

Arabs, giving up their Islam conditioned useless animosity, would learn to live in peace 

with Israel, people of high intelligence quotient who could teach Arabs many a thing of 

science. What use is bloodletting all the time? 

Freedom, for example, is of paramount importance. All three countries are well qualified in 

the freedom matter. China should be removed from Security Council membership until 

such time as it has learned to be democratic which it would most demonstrate by freeing 

Tibet and letting Dalai Lama in into his Tibet home. The Tibetan people should not languish 

in 21st century, held hostage to hopeless communism while they have their far better 

Buddhism practices in sensible living- and in this forced limbo. 

Freedom is so important that its absence or its dilution annuls all other effort at good 

living. China is a case in point. It is no good future promise to human civilization because 

they have little use for freedom as we know it in democracies worldwide. The Chinese case 

is at once crass; they oppress their own people and they subjugate Tibetans in this age and 

day. They flout international law, another reason to take away from them their undeserved 

Veto privilege. They have power, yes, but little all-round wisdom. They have themselves to 

blame for sidelining their own Dao. 

This sets the stage for Trump Trick ‘Trial’ in the history’s mill. 

President Trump! 

January Inauguration fixture still gives you a long breather. Collect yourself; come face to 

face with Weltgeist as well as your own incredible spirit. Infuse it some- even a touch 

should do- with Vivekanand Vedant.  If you can do that magic, then you may hope to lift the 

human condition out of its current lows up into otherworldly horizons, hosts to new dawns 

breaking, bringing along ah! such yearned betterment of human condition as has eluded all 

heroes in the past. For too long now humanity has been battered by ignorant humans’ 

ignorant armies fighting by the night. 



President Trump! 
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